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Abstract: Analyzing data centers with thermal-aware optimization techniques is a viable
approach to reduce energy consumption of data centers. By taking into account thermal
consequences of job placements among the servers of a data center, it is possible to reduce
the amount of cooling necessary to keep the servers below a given safe temperature threshold.
We set up an optimization problem to analyze and characterize the optimal setpoints for the
workload distribution and the supply temperature of the cooling equipment. Furthermore under
mild assumptions we design and analyze controllers that drive the data center to the optimal
state without knowledge of the current total workload to be handled by the data center. The
response of our controller is validated by simulations and convergence to the optimal setpoints
is achieved under varying workload conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data centers are big energy consumers, in 2013 data cen-
ters consumed 350 billion kWh of energy, 1.73% of the
global electricity consumption (Blatch, 2014; Enerdata,
2016). With the world being digitized more and more each
year, this number is likely to increase as well. Therefore in
the last decade computer scientists and control engineers
have made efforts to reduce the energy consumption of
data centers by devising methods to increase the opera-
tional efficiency of these computer halls (Hameed et al.,
2014).

Although much progress has been made, there are still sev-
eral challenges ensuring efficient operation of the cooling
equipment. Due to bad design or unawareness for the ther-
mal properties of the data center, local thermal hotspots
can arise. This causes the cooling equipment to overreact
to ensure that the temperature of the equipment stays
below the safe thermal threshold. These peaks cause the
cooling equipment to consume more energy then would be
necessary if these hotspots were avoided. Therefore having
a good understanding of the thermodynamics involved is
vital to increasing the cooling efficiency of the data center.

To tackle these challenges researchers have studied strate-
gies which uses the knowledge of the thermal properties
of the data center to make more intelligent choices how to
schedule incoming jobs (Moore et al., 2005; Tang et al.,
2008). With heuristic methods they showed improvements
of up to 30% less energy consumption with respect to non
thermal-aware job schedulers. On the other hand, studies
have also been done in a more theoretical direction. Cast
as a control problem (Vasic et al., 2010) has proposed a
control algorithm that tries to maintain the temperature of
the equipment around a target value. In (Yin and Sinopoli,
2014) a two-step algorithm is proposed that first mini-
mizes the energy consumption by estimating the required
amount of servers to handle the expected workload. In the
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second step the algorithm maximizes the response time
given a number of servers at its disposal.

While all this work has strong points on its own, to the
authors best knowledge a thorough analysis and charac-
terization of an energy minimal solution combined with a
straightforward control strategy which handles both cool-
ing and job scheduling simultaneously has not been done
before. The objective of this work is to supply an easily
extendable framework that allows for a characterization
of an energy-minimal operating point and then supply
straightforward methods for operating the data center
such that this operating point is achieved for all load
conditions. In addition it should be extendable to include
more complex concepts, like switching on and off servers
or including quality-of-service constraints.

The contribution of this work is two-fold. First from ex-
isting thermodynamical principles we set up a thermo-
dynamical model from which we derive an optimization
problem that combines energy minimization with the ther-
modynamics. In addition to only including temperature
constraints (Li et al., 2012) we extend the model to also
incorporate workload constraints, which allows us to better
characterize energy minimal solutions. This design allows
for natural extendability to more complicated scheduling
policies like switching servers on and off.

Secondly we develop a novel control strategy for handling
the control of the cooling equipment and the workload
scheduling simultaneously. Both these control goals have
been studied before (Vasic et al., 2010; Parolini et al.,
2012). However in (Vasic et al., 2010) the two control
goals were handled separately; In (Parolini et al., 2012) a
combined algorithm was suggested but due to complexity
could lead to non-optimal solution. In contrast our model
shows an easy method for handling coordinated cooling
and job scheduling control which is guaranteed to converge
to the energy minimal solution. Our method is inspired by
results from (Bürger and De Persis, 2015) where regulation
to optimal steady solutions in the presence of disturbances
was considered. Therefore our strategy also allows for vary-
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cooling equipment to consume more energy then would be
necessary if these hotspots were avoided. Therefore having
a good understanding of the thermodynamics involved is
vital to increasing the cooling efficiency of the data center.

To tackle these challenges researchers have studied strate-
gies which uses the knowledge of the thermal properties
of the data center to make more intelligent choices how to
schedule incoming jobs (Moore et al., 2005; Tang et al.,
2008). With heuristic methods they showed improvements
of up to 30% less energy consumption with respect to non
thermal-aware job schedulers. On the other hand, studies
have also been done in a more theoretical direction. Cast
as a control problem (Vasic et al., 2010) has proposed a
control algorithm that tries to maintain the temperature of
the equipment around a target value. In (Yin and Sinopoli,
2014) a two-step algorithm is proposed that first mini-
mizes the energy consumption by estimating the required
amount of servers to handle the expected workload. In the
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second step the algorithm maximizes the response time
given a number of servers at its disposal.

While all this work has strong points on its own, to the
authors best knowledge a thorough analysis and charac-
terization of an energy minimal solution combined with a
straightforward control strategy which handles both cool-
ing and job scheduling simultaneously has not been done
before. The objective of this work is to supply an easily
extendable framework that allows for a characterization
of an energy-minimal operating point and then supply
straightforward methods for operating the data center
such that this operating point is achieved for all load
conditions. In addition it should be extendable to include
more complex concepts, like switching on and off servers
or including quality-of-service constraints.

The contribution of this work is two-fold. First from ex-
isting thermodynamical principles we set up a thermo-
dynamical model from which we derive an optimization
problem that combines energy minimization with the ther-
modynamics. In addition to only including temperature
constraints (Li et al., 2012) we extend the model to also
incorporate workload constraints, which allows us to better
characterize energy minimal solutions. This design allows
for natural extendability to more complicated scheduling
policies like switching servers on and off.

Secondly we develop a novel control strategy for handling
the control of the cooling equipment and the workload
scheduling simultaneously. Both these control goals have
been studied before (Vasic et al., 2010; Parolini et al.,
2012). However in (Vasic et al., 2010) the two control
goals were handled separately; In (Parolini et al., 2012) a
combined algorithm was suggested but due to complexity
could lead to non-optimal solution. In contrast our model
shows an easy method for handling coordinated cooling
and job scheduling control which is guaranteed to converge
to the energy minimal solution. Our method is inspired by
results from (Bürger and De Persis, 2015) where regulation
to optimal steady solutions in the presence of disturbances
was considered. Therefore our strategy also allows for vary-
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data centers are big energy consumers, in 2013 data cen-
ters consumed 350 billion kWh of energy, 1.73% of the
global electricity consumption (Blatch, 2014; Enerdata,
2016). With the world being digitized more and more each
year, this number is likely to increase as well. Therefore in
the last decade computer scientists and control engineers
have made efforts to reduce the energy consumption of
data centers by devising methods to increase the opera-
tional efficiency of these computer halls (Hameed et al.,
2014).

Although much progress has been made, there are still sev-
eral challenges ensuring efficient operation of the cooling
equipment. Due to bad design or unawareness for the ther-
mal properties of the data center, local thermal hotspots
can arise. This causes the cooling equipment to overreact
to ensure that the temperature of the equipment stays
below the safe thermal threshold. These peaks cause the
cooling equipment to consume more energy then would be
necessary if these hotspots were avoided. Therefore having
a good understanding of the thermodynamics involved is
vital to increasing the cooling efficiency of the data center.

To tackle these challenges researchers have studied strate-
gies which uses the knowledge of the thermal properties
of the data center to make more intelligent choices how to
schedule incoming jobs (Moore et al., 2005; Tang et al.,
2008). With heuristic methods they showed improvements
of up to 30% less energy consumption with respect to non
thermal-aware job schedulers. On the other hand, studies
have also been done in a more theoretical direction. Cast
as a control problem (Vasic et al., 2010) has proposed a
control algorithm that tries to maintain the temperature of
the equipment around a target value. In (Yin and Sinopoli,
2014) a two-step algorithm is proposed that first mini-
mizes the energy consumption by estimating the required
amount of servers to handle the expected workload. In the
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second step the algorithm maximizes the response time
given a number of servers at its disposal.

While all this work has strong points on its own, to the
authors best knowledge a thorough analysis and charac-
terization of an energy minimal solution combined with a
straightforward control strategy which handles both cool-
ing and job scheduling simultaneously has not been done
before. The objective of this work is to supply an easily
extendable framework that allows for a characterization
of an energy-minimal operating point and then supply
straightforward methods for operating the data center
such that this operating point is achieved for all load
conditions. In addition it should be extendable to include
more complex concepts, like switching on and off servers
or including quality-of-service constraints.

The contribution of this work is two-fold. First from ex-
isting thermodynamical principles we set up a thermo-
dynamical model from which we derive an optimization
problem that combines energy minimization with the ther-
modynamics. In addition to only including temperature
constraints (Li et al., 2012) we extend the model to also
incorporate workload constraints, which allows us to better
characterize energy minimal solutions. This design allows
for natural extendability to more complicated scheduling
policies like switching servers on and off.

Secondly we develop a novel control strategy for handling
the control of the cooling equipment and the workload
scheduling simultaneously. Both these control goals have
been studied before (Vasic et al., 2010; Parolini et al.,
2012). However in (Vasic et al., 2010) the two control
goals were handled separately; In (Parolini et al., 2012) a
combined algorithm was suggested but due to complexity
could lead to non-optimal solution. In contrast our model
shows an easy method for handling coordinated cooling
and job scheduling control which is guaranteed to converge
to the energy minimal solution. Our method is inspired by
results from (Bürger and De Persis, 2015) where regulation
to optimal steady solutions in the presence of disturbances
was considered. Therefore our strategy also allows for vary-
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ing and unknown workload changes while guaranteeing
convergence to the energy-minimal operating point.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 the basic thermodynamics are formulated. Then
an optimization problem is formulated in Section 3 and
the equivalence to a reduced form is proven. Following
up, the optimal solution is analytically analyzed and
characterized for different load conditions in Section 4.
Using this analytical solution a controller is proposed
in Section 5 that can handle unknown load conditions.
Finally in Section 6 a case study is considered to show the
performance of the controllers.

Due to space constraints, all the proofs can be found in
(Van Damme et al., 2016).

Notation: We denote by R and R≥0 the set of real num-
bers and non-negative real numbers respectively. Vectors
and matrices are denoted by x ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rn×m re-
spectively, the transpose is denoted by xT and the inverse
of a matrix is denoted by A−1. If the entries of x are
functions of time then the element-wise time derivative is
denoted by ẋ(t) := d

dtx. By xi we denote the i-th element
of x and by aij we denote the ij-th element of A. If a
variable already has another subscript then we switch to
superscripts to denote individual elements, i.e. T i

out and

Cij
3 . We write the diagonal matrix constructed from the

elements of vector x as diag{x1, x2, · · · , xn}. The identity
matrix of dimension n is denoted by In, the vector of all
ones by 1 ∈ Rn and the vector of all zeros by 0 ∈ Rn.
Furthermore the vector comparison x � y is defined as
the element-wise comparison xi ≤ yi for all elements in
x and y. Finally a data center consists of n racks.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

Real life data centers are organized in aisles with many
racks each containing a multitude of servers. The cooling of
data centers is usually done by air conditioning, therefore
the racks are set up in a hot- and cold-aisle configuration.
Cold air supplied by the computer room air conditioning
(CRAC) units is blown into the cold aisles. The air goes
through the racks where it absorbs the heat produced by
the servers. The air exits the servers in the hot aisle and
is recirculated back to the CRAC units where it is cooled
down to the desired supply temperature. A scheduler di-
vides incoming tasks among the racks according to some
decision policy. The energy consumption of a rack depends
on the amount of tasks it is given. By thermodynamical
principles almost all of this energy consumption is dissi-
pated as heat in the rack. Ideally all of the exhaust air of
the racks is returned to the CRAC, however due to the
complex nature of air flows within the data center some of
the hot air is recirculated back into the cold aisles. This
causes the temperature of the air at the inlet of the racks
to rise, creating inefficiencies in the cooling of the data
center.

2.1 Workload

Requests arriving at the data center are collected by a
scheduler which then decides according to some policy how
to divide this work among the available racks. We assume
that each job has an accompanying tag which denotes the
time and the number of computing units (CPU) it requires
for execution. Let J denote the integer number of jobs that
the scheduler has to schedule in the data center at time
t. Then J (t) = {1, · · · , J} denotes the set of jobs to be
scheduled at time t. Furthermore let λj be the number of

CPU’s that job j requires at time t. Then the total number
of CPU’s, D∗, the scheduler has to divide over the racks
at time t is given by

D∗(t) =

J (t)∑
j=1

λj . (1)

We denote by Di(t) the number of CPU’s the schedulers
assigns to rack i at time t. This variable is collected in the
vector

D(t) := (D1(t) D2(t) · · · Dn(t))
T
.

2.2 Power consumption of racks

The most common way to model the power consumption of
a single rack is using a linear model (Heath et al., 2006).
In this way the power consumption, Pi(t), of a rack is
modeled to consist of a load-independent part, e.g. the
equipment consumes a constant amount of power, and a
load-dependent part, e.g. the number of CPU’s that are
actively processing jobs

Pi(t) = vi + wiDi(t), (2)

where vi [Watts] is the power consumption for the unit
being powered on, wi [Watts CPU−1] is the power con-
sumption per CPU in use. The variables are collected in
the vectors

P (t) := (P1(t) P2(t) · · · Pn(t))
T
,

V := (v1 v2 · · · vn)T ,

and
W := diag{w1, w2, · · · , wn},

so that
P (t) = V +WD(t). (3)

2.3 Thermodynamical model

Following similar arguments as in (Vasic et al., 2010)
a thermodynamical model for each individual rack is
constructed. The change of temperature of a rack is given
by the difference in heat entering and exiting the rack,

micp
d

dt
T i
out(t) = Qi

in(t)−Qi
out(t) + Pi(t). (4)

Here T i
out [◦C] is the temperature of the exhaust air at

rack i, cp [J ◦C−1 kg−1] is the specific heat capacity of air,
mi [kg] is the mass of the air inside the rack, Qi

in [Watts]
and Qi

out [Watts] are the heat entering and exiting the
rack respectively. The heat that enters a rack consists of
two parts due to the complex air flows in the data center,
i.e. the recirculated air originating from the other racks
and the cooled air supplied by the CRAC

Qi
in(t) =

n∑
j=1

γjiQ
i
out(t) +Qi

sup(t). (5)

Here Qi
sup [Watts] is the heat supplied by the CRAC

to rack i, and γji is the percentage of the flow which
recirculates from rack j to rack i. The relation between
heat and temperature is given by

Q(t) = ρcpfT (t), (6)

where ρ [kg m−3] is the density of the air and f [m3 s−1]
is the flow rate of the given flow. Combining (5) and (6)
with (4) yields
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